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This paper is closely related to [l to 41. The problem considered here is that of rolling 

of the body of revolution bounded by a sphere, on another fixed sphere, in case when the 

force fuactian of the given forces is a function of a coordinate only. In other words, we 

shall investigate the equations* 

d as _ - -i- 
du 611 

integration of which is equivalent to the problem of determining the magnitudes I(, U, U, n 

and n in the above problem. 

Before anything else, we shall write tbe above equations in the more detailed form, 

assuming that the unknown functions are o aad r = - u sin s + n cos u fprojection of the 

au&r velocity of the body on the Uz-axis), while y = cos u is the independent variable. 

This yields the equalities 

IMIR-(C-d- 

l First and third squation of (2.5) in 131, where divided by 11’. 
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Multipl~ng the second equation by -co8 u and adding it to the first one, we obtain 

[C+MR(R+Zy)]!$MR(i+Ry)$ -MZR (;-I)+-; n=O (31 
c c 

while from the second equation of (2) together with (3), we obtain 

Differentiating (3) with respect to y aud inserting (4), we find the foIlowing non- 

homogeneous linear second order equation for r 

[. 1C + .14R2. I(2 --- r’) _t MC (1” + 21Ry + &yZ)] $ + 3 [CM!? (1 Jr Rr) - _4MR’~] $ - 

Corresponding homogeneous equation can be written in the form far, q, u,, b,, ba and 

cr are constants) 

(a& f RX + aa) ‘2 + (blz + b2) g: + clr = 0 (6) 

and is of Fnchsian type [S]. Its singularities are c’= ~0 and the roots a’and 6’of the 

equation 

a,rz+ a,s+ aa= 0 (7) 

Assuming that r = z (y) and x = u’+ (6 ‘- a’ )y (in case a’& b’), we obtain a hypes 

geometric equation 

(8) 

Now, first equation of (4) together with the relation r = - o sin a + n cos a. enables 

us to find n and u in terms of a. These eaa then be inserted into the force integral. This 

reduces the problem of determination of u as a function of time, to a quadrature, and 

consequently settles the problem of determination of a, u, mr 7 and n. 

In this manner the problem of rolling of a body of revolution bounded by a sphere on 

another fixed sphere when the given force function depends only on a, is reduced to 

integration of one Riccati equation and to quadraturee (2 and 31. 
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